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Repair work Work to repair the inner wall is underway. To
comply with the dictates of English Heritage, the mortar has
been made up to a mix consistent with that used when the wall
was built. Very early on a tree growing in the wall had to be
removed. Was it perhaps protected by the ‘Green man’?

Grants The Trust have worked extremely hard and have received
grant money to employ the necessary experts to detail the
proposal for phase 1 of the renovation and the start of a Heritage
park. The first phase grant, already ring fenced, will be received
as soon as the detailed proposal is accepted - only a matter of
time.

Meanwhile we can expect to see actual evidence of progress as
essential maintenance is carried out on the front to stop the
veranda pulling the bricks out of the Priory wall. Work on one
of the chimneys is also about to begin as this is in a dangerous
state. Our preferred option for the chimney repair is for it to be
taken down and rebuilt at a later date when work on the roof
and other structural repairs are carried out according to the
Phase One schedule. It is our current expectation that this is
what will be advised by the Structural Engineer and English
Heritage, and that emergency money will be provided for this to
commence very rapidly.

Achievements Over the last 12 months we have seen the
benefit of working closely with schools
and colleges. As the bridge over the
Sherbourne on the driveway is crossed an
extended wall has been uncovered, thanks
to the efforts of the students of Alice
Stevens School (now known as the

Riverbank Academy). They have tidied the
frontage and done a lot of clearing in the
back garden. Students from City College
have also been involved in clearing away
brambles etc.

Students from Coventry University came and produced a short
film to illustrate a film style known as the Lewton Bus technique.

This was not intended as a promotion for the Charterhouse, but
it is quickly obvious that its location is the Priory building and
grounds. It can be viewed at:

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=nPaIROX3tYw

More Repair Work The toilets are soon to get a makeover as
students from the City College gain work experience to our
advantage.

Costumes and Blinds After the hard work and the efforts of
Caroline Hobday we now have some more costumes to dress up
in. Several members attired themselves at the last Open Day
and the visitors were duly impressed.

The blinds, for the windows of rooms with wall paintings, have
been ordered and we are expecting them to be fitted any day
soon.

The Vintage Little Tea Shoppe Emma who
runs the pop up tea shop, will be providing
her services, for our visitors at future Open
Days for the foreseeable future. Many
thanks to Emma for this.

Open Days Following the very successful Open Days on March
28th and April 11th, our next Open Day will be on Sunday 7th June.
At that time we will take the opportunity to promote a
celebration of the work of Joseph Paxton, and will possibly host
an exhibition. Paxton, one time Lord Mayor of Coventry,
designed the London Road Cemetery, and later the Great
Exhibition of 1851.

Contact

By email: c.jon.plumley@gmail.com
Phone: (024) 76 267 919 (Jon Plumley)

0781 432 7614 (Paul Maddocks)

Check out the Website at:
http://www.CoventryCharterhouseAssociation.org.uk
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